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All content in this talk regarding views/opinions/observations/comments
expressed by me is entirely that of my own and does not necessarily reflect the
views/opinions of my employer (Pfizer).
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Overview

Defining Dependence Potential
Discontinuation Adverse Events
Spontaneous capture of events
Structured discontinuation scales or checklists
Approaches to assess emergence of tolerance

Definition
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Dependence potential and discontinuation
AEs
Physical Dependence1 – is a state of adaptation induced by repeated exposure
to certain drug substances that is manifested by a drug- or class-specific
withdrawal syndrome which is induced by abrupt cessation of exposure to the
drug substance, a rapid dose reduction, a rapid decrease in blood level of the
drug substance or its active metabolites, or by exposure to an antagonist.

1
Modified from Savage SR, Joranson DE, Covington EC, Schnoll SH, Heit HA, Gilson AM. Definitions related to
the medical use of opioids – evolution towards universal agreement (special article). J Pain Symptom Manage 26:655-667,
2003.

Withdrawal SMQ
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Monitoring for Withdrawal

• Standardized *MedDRA
Query too blunt for clinical
trials

• “Drug withdrawal” SMQ
(broad and narrow) captures
only overt or diagnosed
withdrawal syndrome

Drug withdrawal convulsions
Drug withdrawal headache
Drug withdrawal maintenance therapy
Drug withdrawal syndrome
Drug withdrawal syndrome neonatal
Drug rehabilitation
Rebound effect

•

*Medical Dictionary for Regulatory
Activities

Steroid withdrawal syndrome
Withdrawal arrhythmia
Withdrawal syndrome
AEOI
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Defining Discontinuation AEs of interest

• Is there a hallmark list of symptoms that are pertinent irrespective of drug
class?
• A broad of list of predefined terms can be used as part of routine AE review
• Most frequently reported discontinuation symptoms will likely be related to
pharmacological class/activity and disorder under study

•

Targeted Medical Event list (example)
Agitation

Dyssomnia

Nausea

Anhedonia

Dysthymic disorder

Negative thoughts

Anxiety

Early morning awakening

Nervousness

Chills

Feeling of despair

Obsessive thoughts

Depressed mood

Headache

Pain

Depression

Hyperhidrosis

Poor quality sleep

Diarrhoea

Insomnia

Syncope

Dysphoria

Morose

Tremor
Vomiting
Approaches
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Approaches to Spontaneous AE Capture
• Defining and summarising emergence of AEs after cessation of
treatment
• All AEs emerging after cessation of treatment
• To minimise “noise” can be defined as AEs that are not present
during 7 days before cessation/tapering of treatment
• Follow-up period determined by pharmacokinetic properties of
treatment (ie half-life)
• Time course important to understand
• Telephone contact to monitor AEs with subsequent follow-up visit
• Bias between Telephone vs F2F contact?
• Importance of parsing out AEs and re-emergence of symptoms of
primary disorder
• Use of efficacy scale (eg MADRS, HAM-A) may be useful here
• Relapse designs

Case example
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Case Example: AEs During Follow-up Period

Scales intro
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From Event Review to Structured Scales

•

Most checklists or structured scales are devised from retrospective review
of AEs reported on discontinuation
•
•
•
•

•

Opioid withdrawal scales
Benzodiazepine scales (e.g. Ashton, CIWA-B, PWC, BWSQ)
SSRIs
Cannabis

General similarities across all
•

•

Physical symptoms
• GI effects
• Autonomic symptoms
• Weakness, motor symptoms
• Headaches
Mood symptoms
• Anxiety
• Sleep disturbances
• Psychiatric disturbances, incl perceptual distortion and cognitive
symptoms
• Sensory and visual disturbances
PWC-20
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Penn Physician Withdrawal Checklist (PWC-20)

• Short reliable instrument for BZD-like withdrawal symptoms with non-SSRI
anxiolytics
• Criteria for selecting items: differentiating significantly in >2 trials between BZDs and
placebo
• 18 selected
• 2 additional selected that differentiated in 1 study
• 15 of original 35 items not chosen
• Either didn’t differentiate btwn BZD and pbo
• Already assessed clinically by some of the other 20 items
• Not observed in prior BZD research
• Non-specific (decreased sexual pleasure)

Rickels et al (2008) J Clin Psychopharmacol 28:447-451
questionnaire
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DESS
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Discontinuation Emergent Signs and Symptoms
(DESS)

Checklist
•

43-item clinician-rated checklist

•

Based on retrospective review of symptoms associated with SSRI
discontinuation
• Rates whether experienced change in any of the symptoms on the list
during the past 7 days
• 1 point scored for each new or worsened symptom
• Max score of 43

•

DESS modified in some studies per review by the Discontinuation
Consensus Panel*

• Inclusion of 4 additional items (vivid dreams, electric shock-like sensations,
somnolence and feeling tense)
• Separate sections on somatic and psychic symptoms
•

Somatic symptoms assigned to 5 clusters

• >2 symptoms on checklist that never occurred before required to identify
a discontinuation syndrome
Rosenbaum et al, 1998 Biol Psychiatry 44:77-87; Schatzberg et al (1997) J Clin Psychiatry 58:5-10
Figure on next page: Judge et al (2002) Int Clin Psychopharmacol 17:217-225
Half-life
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Impact of Half-Life on DESS

Inflate?
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DESS: Does it Inflate Discontinuation AE Reports?

• Pooled analysis of desvenlafaxine studies in MDD* using DESS and TPAEs
(taper or post-treatment AEs)
• Overall rate of TPAEs reported by patients discontinuing desvenlafaxine
(~40-50%) indicates that experiencing some discontinuation symptoms
is common
• Low mean DESS scores (0.38-5.67) suggest that patients experience just
1 or 2 specific discontinuation symptoms and not a discontinuation
syndrome
• Spontaneous reporting of TPAEs may be more sensitive than rating the
change in a specific set of symptoms on the DESS checklist

* Montgomery et al (2009) Int Clin Psychopharmacology 24: 296-305
DVS example
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Noise?
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DESS – Subject to “Noise”?

•

DESS has been a reliable method in studies that have compared discontinuation
of active and placebo treatments or compared between active treatments

•

When used to distinguish between continuing treatment, taper or abrupt
discontinuation, DESS appears to be less reliable
• Withdrawal design studies can be helpful to examine noise
• Can compare overall DESS scores on continuing active treatment arm with taper
or abrupt discontinuation
• E.g. After 24 wks open label treatment with SNRI, >10% subjects continuing
on treatment reported DESS items nervousness or anxiety, irritability,
agitation, increased dreaming or nightmares, fatigue and tiredness (at 1
week timepoint)
• DESS may measuring symptoms of MDD rather than true “discontinuation” or
anticipation of discontinuation

Figure
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Case Example: Abrupt vs Taper vs None

Tolerance
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Tolerance

• Tolerance is a state of adaptation in which exposure to a drug induces changes that
result in a diminution of one or more of the drug's effects over time
• Development of tolerance is not addiction, although many drugs that produce
tolerance also have addictive potential
• Signs of tolerance include
• Increased doses of drug
• Early refills requested
• Overdoses (Accidental or Intentional)
• Misuse
• Symptoms of overdose
• Symptom scale changes
• Lack of efficacy
• Change in pattern of rescue medication use
• Real time review important to identify concerns
• Retrospective review to include weighted mean dose approach
To conclude 18

Conclusions

•

With no “gold standard” discontinuation scale, reviewing discontinuation
adverse events remains an appropriate method to assess for withdrawal
symptoms

•

Structured Scales or Checklists have utility for quantifying symptoms or
comparing between treatments

•

Pharmacological class of compound is important in determining appropriate
scale or prospective definitions of discontinuation symptoms
• Both somatic and psychic symptoms

•

Further work is needed to look at clinical factors

• Relationship between different disorders to specific characteristics of the
discontinuation syndrome
• Relationship between discontinuation syndromes and vulnerability to relapse
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Back up slides
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Comparing Benzodiazepine Scales-1
Ashton rating
scale (1991)

CIWA-B
(Busto et al
1989)

PWC (Rickels et al
1990)

BWSQ
(Tyrer et al 1990)

√

√

GI Symptoms

√

Autonomic
symptoms

√

√

√

Anxiety symptoms

√

√

√

√

Psychiatric
disturbances

Unreality
Obsessions
Depression
Paranoia
Hallucinations

Obsessions

Depersonalisation
Depression
Paranoia
Hallucinations

Feeling unreal
Depression
Hallucinations

Sleep disturbance

√

√

√

Motor Symptoms

√
stiffness

√

√
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Muscle aches or
stiffness

√

Comparing Benzodiazepine Scales-2
Ashton rating
scale (1991)

CIWA-B
(Busto et al
1989)

PWC (Rickels
et al 1990)

Headache

√

√

√

Fits

√

Paresthesias

√

√

* In PWC-20

Weakness
Drowsiness / Fatigue

√

√

√

Perceptual distortion

√

Cognitive symptoms

√
+ ataxia

Sensory disturbances

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

(light, taste,
smell)
Visual disturbances

BWSQ
(Tyrer et al
1990)

+ peculiar taste
√
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